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Two Lives. Two Continents. One Song…

Then: George Bryce was an awkward, English schoolboy fantasizing about being in a band.

Now: George is frontman of Thesis, an overnight indie scene sensation. Intense, creative and self-
deprecating, his childhood dreams have all been fulfilled – so why does George still feel so lost?

Then: Lexi Jacobs was a confident Californian high school cheerleader, planning her future marriage and a
meaningful career.

Now: Lexi is searching for substance in a life full of mishaps. Cautious, bemused and rapidly losing the
control she used to rely on, none of her teenage dreams have delivered and she’s left wondering, “What
next?”

Follow George and Lexi as they navigate their days thousands of miles apart. Fly with them from London to
LA and back again, as George copes with the dynamics of his tight knit band and loose knit family, while
Lexi juggles her eccentric new boss, bored best friend and smother mother.

Even though there’s an ocean between them and their worlds couldn’t be further apart, George and Lexi are
pulled together through music, and their paths appear determined to cross.

The question is – when?
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From reader reviews:

Larry Parker:

Would you one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you find yourself in the book store?
Try and pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't ascertain book by its include may
doesn't work the following is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not because fantastic
as in the outside seem likes. Maybe you answer could be Playing Along why because the excellent cover that
make you consider with regards to the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content is actually
fantastic as the outside as well as cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly guide you to pick up this
book.

Wilma Baca:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your time to upgrading your mind
proficiency or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book as
compared to can satisfy your short time to read it because all of this time you only find e-book that need
more time to be read. Playing Along can be your answer as it can be read by you who have those short time
problems.

Rigoberto Adams:

Reading a book to become new life style in this season; every people loves to read a book. When you
examine a book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your
knowledge, mainly because book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on
what sorts of book that you have read. If you want to get information about your examine, you can read
education books, but if you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, such us novel, comics, as
well as soon. The Playing Along will give you a new experience in looking at a book.

Trent Gibson:

You can spend your free time to learn this book this reserve. This Playing Along is simple to develop you
can read it in the recreation area, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not have much space to bring often
the printed book, you can buy the e-book. It is make you easier to read it. You can save often the book in
your smart phone. Therefore there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.
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